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New drug discovery is one of the important emerging areas in pharmacology. Though many pharmaceutical industries are now involved in building their own research centers for developing new molecules in our country, the new drug discovery programme is still in its infancy. The main factor responsible for this is the shortage of manpower, despite the fact that many colleges and universities offer postgraduate and doctoral programs in pharmacology. Moreover, textbooks detailing the new screening techniques are not available, and the existing ones have become outdated.

The late N.S. Parmar and Shiv Prakash, both distinguished pharmacologists, have authored a book on screening methods in pharmacology that should prove to be a big boon for postgraduate and doctoral students. The authors have described, in a simple and a comprehensive manner, many experiments that are required for the screening of new drugs. They have also described the latest technologies used for new-molecule development, such as combinatorial chemistry, high-throughput screening, and microarray technology.

This book provides details regarding different evaluation methods of drugs used for various systems that can be easily carried out in any laboratory with reasonable facilities. There are also descriptions of some important techniques for the evaluation of pharmacological actions of drugs, (e.g., hepatoprotective, antioxidant, antiemetic, antiulcer, antifertility, anti-nephrolithiatic, and anti-atherosclerotic activities); these techniques are useful not only for studying synthetic drugs but also for herbal drugs.

Experimental design affects the overall outcome of the study. In the present scenario, not much importance is given to proper experimental design and the results of such studies are, therefore, not reproducible. The chapter on experimental design has explanations on how to conceive ideas for research projects with proper literature review and how to consult with experts for the selection of the correct animal models, protocols, group size, controls (positive, negative, and sham), and randomization procedure, along with advice for the refinement of the experimental design to make it more fruitful and scientifically valid. Statistical analyses, employed for proper interpretation of the experimental data, are also well explained in this book. The book introduces the reader to some basic statistical concepts, such as collection of data, variables, errors and bias, degrees of freedom, interpretation of data with various tests, etc., along with the problems in pharmacological screening research which leads the reader into further investigations.

The computer-based programme for LD_{50} (QuickBASIC) given in this book is one of its kind; it will help investigators to run their own program for computation of LD_{50}. The CPCSEA guidelines are intended to ensure proper care of animals used in the laboratory, with the objective of enhancing animal well-being, quality, maintenance, and safety. These aspects, essential for good laboratory practices (GLP), are well elaborated in this book. The overall strength of the book lies in the honest approach of these two experts. They have taken care to make sure that the book is simple and easily understood and not too expensive. The book will be read for many years by postgraduate students, teachers of pharmacology, and researchers working in pharmaceutical industries around the world. I pay my tribute to the late Dr. Parmar who, in association with a brilliant technocrat like Dr. Shiv Prakash, has brought out an excellent book.
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